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Composition-malware: building Android malware at run time Gerardo Canfora, Francesco Mercaldo, Giovanni Moriano, Corrado Aaron Visaggio Department of Engineering, University of Sannio Benevento, Italy {canfora, fmercaldo, visaggio}@unisannio.it, [email protected] Abstract—We present a novel model of malware for Android, named composition-malware, which consists of composing fragments of code hosted on different and scattered locations at run time. An key feature of the model is that the malicious behavior could dynamically change and the payload could be activated under logic or temporal conditions. These characteristics allow a malware written according to this model to evade current malware detection technologies for Android platform, as the evaluation has demonstrated. The aim of the paper is to propose new approaches to malware detection that should be adopted in anti-malware tools for blocking a composition-malware. Keywords—security, Android, malware, virus, reflection, dynamic loading



I.



I NTRODUCTION



The volume of mobile threats for Android reached more than 1.4 million, and the trend is increasing, according to the analysis of Trend Micro [3]. The situation is exacerbated by the diffusion of third party markets, that are usually used for distributing malicious apps [28] and by the growing number of malicious apps which are hosted in the legitimate stores, through the application of techniques like the repackaging [29]. Repackaging consisting of reassembling a benign application with the injection of a certain payload and the integration of downloaders [29], which replaces a benign application with a malware after installation. According to Sophos Report 2014 [2], the most common model used in Android malware attacks is to install fake apps which deceive the victims with a request to pay exorbitant sums in order to restore access to their data, but actually perform some malicious actions. Widespread malicious behaviors include sending expensive messages to premium rate SMS services, using tools like GingerBreak [8] to gain root access, intercepting SMS, determining depletion of battery power, and leaking private data of users. Ransomware [2] is another kind of malware for Android that is increasingly diffusing. Ransomware encrypts the data and blocks the access to the device resources, so that the user cannot use it any longer. Data and device functions are than reactivated only after paying back an amount of money to the attacker. Over-permission [11, 17] is largely leveraged to make the victim accept permissions that enable harmful behaviors of a malware, even if a growing number of malicious apps use the same permissions as legitimate apps [1]. Malware can leverage also legitimate tools for accomplishing attacks. As an example,



authors in [26] illustrate how spyware can use the Google API for extracting sensitive information from the device. Against this huge number of attacks, mass market antimalware technologies are often ineffective, especially against zero-day attacks [21], metamorphism [27], and downloaders, as the report [7] discusses well in-depth. The main reasons reside in the fact the static analysis techniques are still unable to contrast these kinds of threats, while implementing dynamic techniques, which could be more successful, pose conditions that are not compliant with the usual usage of the smartphone: to run an app before installing it on the smartphone for analysing it is pratically unacceptable for the most usual smartphone users. In order to solicit the study and the development of new technologies of antimalware that are robust enough against existing malware for mobile applications and that will be feasible and applicable in the real world, with this paper we illustrate a novel model of malware architecture for mobile device that is hard to detect with the current antimalware technologies. The model exploits two mechanisms that are typical of the java platform and that are inherited by Android: dynamic loading and reflection. Of course, these two features are useful for enhancing the capabilities of java (and mobile) applications so the solution to the problem can not be to remove them from the Android platform. We call our model “composition-malware”, as its main working mechanism consists of stealthily, dynamically and temporarily composing malware fragments at run time, after having extracted the fragments from different locations scattered over the Web. As an effect, the complete payload does not reside never in any place, but it is dynamically built by a host application, that will be named the “driver application” from here on. Initially, the driver application exposes a benign behavior, in order to pass the antimalware scanning and achieve the user trust; then, the driver application searches for fragments of malware code residing on servers located in the network. The driver application composes together the single pieces of code and executes the harmful (composed) payload. The complete payload does not stay in one only place but it is the result of the runtime compositions of different invocations of methods residing on different servers. After the execution of the payload, the driver application turns to show a benign behavior. This model allows also for changing on the fly the control flow of the malware and also the behavior, as the single code



fragments can vary (each server can have more than one only code fragment) and the composition logic, too. These two features should impede the detection of the malware with the current technologies; in fact: • as the malicious payload is scattered in different locations and composed only dynamically, static analysis is not able to intercept the complete set of instructions which perform the malicious tasks; as a matter of fact the complete malware does not reside on one single location; • dynamic analysis should be evaded also, by activating the malicious behavior only for a limited time window, or according to a logic which can control if an antimalware is analysis the app. Authors in [20] provide a mechanism for revealing when antimalware tools are scanning apps. Since behavior and composition logic may change for the same malware instances, recognizing malware with dynamic analysis can be hard. The effectiveness of composition-malware derives from some limitations of the current Android platform, related to reflection and dynamic loading. For this reason, in this paper we show how the proposed malware can take advantage of such weaknesses and propose new approaches that, if adopted in the development of antimalware tools, could allow blocking the composition-malware. The paper continues as follows: the next section discuss related works, the third section introduces the model, and the following section shows two case studies that implement the composition model. The fifth section presents a preliminary evaluation of the composition model, while the section six discusses why the composition malware should evade the current anti-malware. The seventh section discusses countermeasures to improve the security in Android and finally, in the last section, conclusions are drawn. II.



R ELATED W ORK



Several authors focus on dynamic loading in mobile environment. Peoplau et al. [22] discuss the security issues resulting from dynamic loading misuses. They show that in 1632 popular applications retrieved from Google Play, external code loading is implemented in an insecure way in as much as 9.25% of those applications and even 16% of the top 50 free applications. The composition-malware model is not limited to apply well-known dynamic loading, indeed it is a mixing of reflection and dynamic loading: the first one to discovery the class(es) to load, i.e. the app does not know a priori the class(es) to invoke in order to execute the malicious payload, while the second one to run the malicious payload. Reference [10] analyses the resilience of several popular software update mechanisms to weak man-in-the-middle attacks and discusses new challenges for secure software updates presented by emerging technologies such as mobile devices, sensors, and RFID tags. The authors provide recommendations for ensuring reasonably secure updates, as develop a standard for security updates. Another way to alterate control flow at runtime is represented by Return-Oriented Programming (ROP). ROP repre-



sents an exploitation technique without code injection, allowing to attacker to gain control of the control flow and then executes machine instruction sequences, called “gadgets” [24]. Each gadget typically ends in a return instruction and is located in a subroutine within the existing program, in order to create a gadgets chain. ROP, unlike dynamic loading that downloads at runtime the payload from an external resource into application, requires that malicious payload is embedded in the application at installation time and through a runtime alteration of program counter and the stack pointer [13] (the former to execute the first gadget, and the latter to allow its return instruction to transfer control to subsequent gadgets) execute it. Wang and colleagues [25] developed an iOS app to dynamically introduce new execution paths that do not exist in the app code as reviewed by Apple. The application, once installed, is able to perform many malicious tasks: stealthily posting tweets, taking photos, stealing device identity information, sending email and SMS. The main difference with our approach is the use of ROP: with dynamic loading at installation time malicious payload is not embedded in the application, i.e. the attacker send the malicious payload. III.



T HE M ODEL



The composition-malware model relies on three capabilities: 1) the payload does not reside all in a single source, but it is obtained at runtime by composing different pieces, each one placed at a different location; 2) the payload is observable only for a limited time window. The activation of the payload can be controlled by logical or temporal conditions. A condition could be, for instance, the detection of an antimalware scanning the app. 3) The driver application is benign at the beginning and for most of its lifetime. As a matter of fact, after the payload is executed, the host application turns to show the original benign behavior. Figure 1 depicts the component malware model. The model comprises two kinds of components: the driver application (DA), i.e. the host application, and the payload provider (PP), i.e. the component that brings the fragment of malware. The main purpose of the driver application is to retrieve all the payload providers, extract the payload fragments from each payload provider, compose at run time the fragments in order to form the malware, triggering the execution of the payload. After the payload execution, the driver application turns to show a benign behavior. The driver application does not comprise a single, except for the part of code which combines the payload, as well. The driver application exposes a benign behavior for quite all its lifecycle, with the only exception of the time window in which it executes the malicious payload. Payload providers have the role of sending the payload fragments to the driver application, together with the location of the next payload provider from which the driver application will get the next fragment of the payload. When the driver application receives the last fragment of the payload, it merges



Figure 1. Component malware entails a four-phases process: retrieve, composition, execution, and stealth mode. The driver application (DA) retrieves (Retrieve phase) the first payload provider (PP1) at the location u1 (Step 1). The DA extracts (Step 2) the payload’s fragment from the PP1 (I1) and the pointer to the next PP, PP2 (u2). In the Step 3 the DA integrates (Composition phase) the first payload’s fragment in its body and extracts the second payload fragment (I2) along with the pointer to the third PP, PP3 (u3). Then DA integrates the second payload’s fragment and retrieves the third payload’s fragment (I3) at u3. As PP3 has a null pointer, this means that it is the last payload provider, so anymore payload’s fragments will be searched. Thus the last payload’s fragment I3 is integrated in the DA(Step 4). Once the entire PM is composed (Step 5) it will be executed (Execution phase) according to some execute-condition. Finally (Stealth mode), the PM is removed and the driver application shows a benign behavior again (Step 6).



together all the fragments and produces the entire harmful payload. The pseudocode in Figure 2 provides a generic description of the driver application behaviour. The pointer to each payload provider can be also cyphered in order to avoid that, if a provider is retrieved by an antimalware system, the extraction of the url could allow reconstructing the complete payload providers chain, and thus the entire payload. From an attacker viewpoint, our model produces two advantages: 1) the complete payload is never entirely available in any source, as it is dynamically composed by the driver application; 2) the malicious behavior could also change, for the same set of driver application-payload providers, as any payload



provider could have an array of malicious behaviors that can be sent to the driver application, rather than only one. This results in morphing both the structure and the behavior of the payload. IV.



I MPLEMENTATION



The implementation of the proposed model relies on two instruments offered by the Java/Android platform: reflection and dynamic loading. These allow Java developers to extend the features of an application at runtime, in order to adapt the application to the emerging needs of users. Reflection allows inspecting the byte code of an existing class, including private methods, in order to create an instance on which the discovered methods can be invoked. Dynamic loading is in charge of loading one or more classes in memory at runtime. Android has inherited these two Java mechanisms. However, aided by the fact that the Android permissions



1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11: 12: 13: 14: 15: 16: 17: 18: 19: 20:



procedure PM = null; I= null; u=M.extractFirstPointer(); d=null; k=1; while (k > 0) do d=PayloadProvider.createPayloadProvider(u); Ik = d.extractInstruction(); . compose PM .append(Ik ); u=d.extractNextPayloadProvider(); . retrieve if u != null then k++ else break; end while while (executeCondition 6= true) do . execute wait; end while M.execute(PM ); . stealth mode M.remove(PM ) end procedure



Figure 2. The pseudocode provides a generic description of the driver application behavior. The listing shows four phases: Retrieval, Composition, Execution and Stealth phase. The Retrieval consists of extracting the pointer from the location of the first payload provider (u=M.extractFirstPointer();). The payload’s fragments are obtained from the payload provider (Ik = (d.extractInstruction();), and added to the body of the driver application (PM.append(Ik);) in the Composition phase. The pointer to the next payload provider is obtained (u=d.extractNextPayloadProvider();), and the cycle continues up to the last payload provider (if u != null then k++). In the Execution phase the driver executes the PM (M.execute(PM)), when a condition is verified (while (ExecuteCondition != true) wait;) and, finally, remove the PM (M.remove(PM)) in the Stealth phase.



Figure 4.



composing phase.



Figure 5.



executing phase (step 1).



The driver application finds the payload method as showed in the code snippet shown in Figure 6).



system shows many limitations, discussed later in the paper, these two mechanisms can be combined to implement the proposed model of malware. The process of retrieving and executing malicious payload comprises four steps, as explained in previous section. In the following we discuss the implementation for each step. Retrieve: an async task is prepared for downloading files from the codebase server, the server codebase address was earlier retrieved from the server driver (Figure 3).



Figure 6.



executing phase (step 2).



The driver application dynamically executes the payload as showed in the code snippet in Figure 7.



Figure 7.



executing phase (step 3).



Stealth mode: .jar and .dex files are deleted from the device’s file system (Figure 8). Figure 3.



retrieving phase.



Compose: the downloaded fragment is loaded; the DexClassLoader class loads classes from files containing a .dex (Android executable) entry (Figure 4). Execute: an instance of the loaded class is created; the Constructor class retrieves the constructor, which is then invoked dynamically (Figure 5).



Figure 8.



stealth mode phase.



To better understand how the model can be implemented in a real malware, two case studies are illustrated: Android Remote Status (ARS) and FindMe. The first case study proposes a simple version of the composition-malware, with a single payload provider, while the second case study proposes a distributed version of composition-malware: the four steps are repeated for each payload downloaded (in ARS the steps are executed one time, in FindMe three times). The ARS application produces some reports on Android Status (e.g. installed and running applications) and sends the report via mail to the e-mail address of the smartphone administrator. The malicious behavior consists of sending these reports to other users (attackers), not indicated by the administrators, but added by the malware. The FindMe application finds the current position of the device and notifies the position to a list of recipients (including the smartphone administrator). This application has safety aims: children monitoring, aiding system, elder people monitoring, and so on; also in this case, the malicious behavior consists of sending these pieces of information to other users (attackers) not indicated by the administrators, but added by the malware; modifying the email content (with a malicious link, for instance); altering the georeference coordinates. In order to develop the apps the following tools were employed: 1) The ADT Bundle, provided by Google; 2) The Genymotion emulator; 3) Two physical devices: Nexus 5 (a smartphone) equipped with Android 4.1.3 and Nexus Asus 7 (a tablet) equipped with Android 4.3.



Figure 9. Composition-malware with a single payload provider: the ARS application implements this model. ARS is initially composed only by the App Component A, thus the Injector Server sends the malicious payload (App Component B): the dashed red box represents the transferred payload from the Injector Server to the Driver Application (AD). The payload provider host is hardcoded in the Driver Application.



sake, namely the payload wrapper. In fact, it has only an opportunistic role: it is a mechanism needed to make the payload provider to pass the payload to the driver application. Of course, different implementations of the malware could use different solutions for realizing the same function. The payload wrapper (in the exemplar code shown in Figure 10 the payload wrapper is the AClass class) is dynamically loaded in memory through reflection; then, an instance of the class is created, on which the method implementing the malicious behavior (run, in our case) is invoked.



Both applications use the JavaMail library, which provides an e-mail service for the Android platform. We stress that the malware leverages exactly the same permissions the legitimate apps demand for working, i.e. the malware does not exploit the over-permission mechanism. We notice that the ARS and FindMe applications do not require a modified kernel or a modified ROM or a root access to run: they work on Android official releases. A. The ARS Case Study In ARS a single payload provider brings the entire payload; Figure 9 depicts the composition-malware with a single payload provider. The app requires: 1) the permissions ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE and INTERNET for accessing data of mobile network and for internet; 2) an AsyncTask for the silent notification service via e-mail; 3) an AsyncTask, DownloaderAsyncTask, for performing the silent download of the payload provider .jar file containing the malware block (i.e. a .dex class).



Figure 10. the two fragments of code show the difference in the code of the driver application when the attacker does not send the malicious payload (a) when the malicious payload is sent (b). In the second case the resulting behavior is to alter the state of object Mail adding two addresses in the BCC.



The class DownloaderAsyncTask.java deals with the asynchronous transfer of the .jar file (the payload) from the payload provider to its own private directory.



The deviation from the expected benign behavior is implemented by adding an arbitrary number of users in the BBC field, while leaving all the remaining behavior of the driver application the same.



In the implementation we introduce an additional component, which was not mentioned in the model for simplicity



The payload provider has the responsibility for managing in separated threads the app installed on different devices, and



transferring the .jar file containing the payload through java sockets.



run through reflection. An exemplar configuration is shown in Figure 12:



B. The FindMe Case Study The second application exploits multiple providers of malicious payload; Figure 11 depicts the composition-malware with multiple payload providers.



Figure 12. An exemplar configuration file with three Codebase servers addresses.



The malicious behaviors added dynamically are: adding an arbitrary number of recipients to the email containing the current position of the user at the time expressed in local time of the request of geolocalization; changing the email content (with a malicious link, for instance); altering the georeference coordinates. Figures 10, 13 and 14 show the code without the payload and the corresponding version with the payload injected, for the three providers used in the case study.



Figure 11. Composition-malware with multiple payload providers: the FindMe application implements this model. The payload is composed of a series of fragments retrieved from different payload providers (the CodeBase Servers). First of all FindMe retrieves the CodeBase servers addresses from the Driver Server; then it receives the payload fragments from the different Codebase Servers and composes the final payload. The model is distributed, both the CodeBase Server and the Driver Server that can be replicated.



The purpose of the application is to show how it is possible to dynamically inject a series of malicious payloads in a running application, without knowing in advance where they are located. The payloads are searched through the network using a server (driver server), which can in turn contain malicious payload. The driver server returns a series of codebase servers containing the different malicious payloads that, once composed, will constitute the attack. Of course, the malicious payloads can be composed in any order desired by an attacker and the order may vary for each injection of payload. FindMe requires the same AsyncTasks as ARS, plus the following permissions:



Figure 13. the two fragments of code show the difference in the code of the driver application when the attacker does not send the malicious payload (a) when the malicious payload is sent (b). In the second case the resulting behavior is to add a displacement of 0.0025 degrees to the latitude and longitude of a Location object already instanced.



• ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION: to retrieve the user location using the mobile or the wifi network; • ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION: to retrieve with greater accuracy the last known location using mobile network, the wifi or, if available, the GPS; • WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE: to write to an external storage, like an SD card; • READ_GSERVICES: to access to Google services, like Google Maps; • GET_ACCOUNTS: to access to the list of accounts in the device.



The evaluation of the model was accomplished in two phases. The first phase consisted of submitting the two case studies, ARS and FindMe, to Virus Total (https://www.virustotal.com/), an on-line system that scans the code with more than 40 antimalware and Jotty (http://virusscan.jotti.org/it), which does the same analysis with a smaller number of antivirus. The two case studies were not recognized as malware by any of the antimalware in both the on-line services.



The behavior of the app is driven by a configuration file, retrieved in a silent way from one of the possible driver servers. The configuration file keeps track of: address and port of the codebase server; name of .jar file to retrieve; class name to dynamically inject in the memory; name of the method to



We have also submitted ARS and FindMe to Androguard [4], AndroTotal [6] and Andrubis [5], which implement different state-of-the-art antimalware techniques not adopted by commercial anti-malware tools: they did not detect any malicious behaviors.



V.



P RELIMINARY E VALUATION



step 2. We identified four likely checkpoints where the antivirus should analyze the malicious app for determining whether it is malicious or not: at the installation of the app, by scanning the driver application; during the download of the file containing the payload; during the dynamic loading of the received payload; and during the execution of the modified application, i.e. when the payload is launched. None of the antiviruses detected the malware in any of the two phases of the apps: neither during the not-injection phase (the time interval in which the malware exposes the benign behavior) nor during the injection phase (the time interval in which the malware exposes the malicious behavior). VI.



A NDROID A NTI M ALWARE : WHY THIS MODEL IS ABLE TO EVADE CURRENT ANTIMALWARE



Four main mechanisms [9] are used by antimalware to detect malware on Android devices: static analysis, dynamic analysis, application permission analysis, and cloud based detection. In this section, reasons why our malware model should be able to evade current antimalware are discussed. Figure 14. the two fragments of code show the difference in the code of the driver application when the attacker does not send the malicious payload (a) when the malicious payload is sent (b). In the second case the resulting behavior is to add a malicious link to a Mail object already instanced. n. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14



AntiVirus Qihoo: 360 Mobile Security 1.4.5 AnhLab: V3 Mobile 2.1 Antiy: AVL 2.2.29 Avast: Mobile Security & Antivirus 3.0.6572 Avira: Free Android Security 2.1 Bitdefender: Antivirus Free 1.1.214 ESET: Mobile Security & Antivirus 2.0.815.0 F-Secure: Mobile Security 8.3.13441 Ikarus: Mobile Security 1.7.16 KingSoft: Mobile Security 3.2.2.1 Lookout: Security & Antivirus 8.26.1 Symantec: Norton Mobile Security 3.7.0.1106 Trend Micro: Mobile Security 3.5 Webroot: SecureAnywhere Mobile 3.5.0.6043



Protection Level 6 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5



Table I. T HE COMPLETE LIST OF THE ANTIMALWARE USED TO EVALUATE THE COMPOSITION - MALWARE CASE STUDY IMPLEMENTATIONS .



The second phase consisted of observing the responses of 14 antiviruses (listed in table I) to the two malicious applications installed on a real device. The protection level of the used antimalware is indicated by AV-TEST (http://www.avtest.org/en/) and ranges from 0 (worst) to 6 (best). The tests have been carried out with the following procedure: 1) 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) 7) 8)



The antivirus is installed The antivirus daemon is installed and enabled ARS is installed and started The expected behavior of ARS is observed FindMe is installed and started The expected behavior of FindMe is observed Antivirus, ARS and FindMe are uninstalled A new antivirus is installed and the procedure goes to the



Static analysis consists of analyzing code for finding fragments that could implement malicious behavior. Static analysis is not able to detect the malicious behavior in the proposed model, as the malicious behavior is hidden in the payload providers. If the antimalware does not have access to the entire composition of the payload code fragments, and this can not happen with the proposed model, the malicious behavior cannot be caught. Dynamic analysis consists of executing the mobile application in an isolated environment, such as a virtual machine or an emulator, so that the application can be monitored. An exemplar case of dynamic analysis tool is TaintDroid [15], which provides a taint tracking for Android, marking suspicious data that originates from sensitive sources, such as location, microphone, camera and other smartphone identifiers. Sandboxing is a method to execute the application to analyze in a safe way. An exemplar implementation is Android Application Sandbox AASandbox [12], which includes a first phase of static analysis and a second phase of dynamic analysis. The static analysis generates the application binary image and searches any suspicious path. The Dynamic analysis executes the binary in an Android emulator and logs the system calls. Even with this technique, it is hard to detect the malicious behavior of the composition-malware, as the payload runs only in a specific time window, which could be started much later the application is installed and launched. Thus, the execution in the emulator should last a time long enough to intercept the payload. For instance, the trigger could be activated one week after the first run of the application. Moreover, as previously discussed, researchers [20] demonstrated the possibility for a malicious app to reveal a scanning activity running on the victim device and so a malicious app could launch the malicious behavior only when the scanning activity is over. Permissions are an essential part of the security mechanisms in the Android platform. Applications must obtain adequate permissions from the smartphone owner to execute.



Some security tools check the permissions in order to infer whether some combinations of permissions may hide a malicious payload. For instance, Kirin [16] is an application certification for Android; it analyzes permissions required by the application during installation based on a set of rules. Rules that verify the combinations of permissions are not effective for the malware model proposed in this paper, because it leverages only the permissions agreed by the user, that are the legitimate permissions, i.e. the permissions needed for performing the expected (benign) behavior of the driver application. Due to limitations of computational power and energy sources, mobile devices may not be equipped with a fully featured security system. This is why the cloud is increasingly used for performing many tasks of smartphone. Paranoid Android [23] is a cloud-based malware protection technique that moves security analysis to a remote server that hosts multiple replicas of mobile phones running on emulators. A tracer, hosted by the smartphone, records all the required information in order to repeat the mobile application execution. Similarly, Crowdroid [14] monitors system calls invoked by target mobile applications, preprocesses the calls, and sends them to the cloud, where an analysis based on clustering technique establishes whether the application is benign or malicious. As cloud-based techniques are substantially dynamic analysis with increased computational power, the observations done for the dynamic analysis with regards to the compositionmalware are still valid. Observing energy consumption can help identifying malicious applications, which tend to consume more energy than benign ones. VirusMeter [19] is one possible implementation of this technique. However, the composition-malware does not necessarily require more resources than the driver application legitimate behavior, and this energy monitoring may be ineffective. VII.



P ROPOSALS FOR IMPROVING THE SECURITY SYSTEM IN A NDROID



We propose two possible countermeasures in order to block malware that implements the composition-malware model. The first one consists of notifying to the user all the suspicious events that could threat the security and privacy of the device owner. A solution at coarse grain is that the device administrator is informed of all the information pieces that the device sends to an external location (a server, another device, a recipient, and so on). In our example, the malware sends to other recipients some notifications: in this case, the device owner should have received a warning containing all the recipients where the mail was sent. Of course, as this mechanism could degrade usability, the user could explicitly specify which kind of information or actions must be considered private or related to security concerns: the user will be informed only when that information is sent somewhere or those actions are performed by an app. The countermeasure we propose here is similar to the approach introduced by Kato and Matsuura [18], who defined an authorization system that customizes the permissions of an app according to the privacy and security preferences of the user. Arabo and Pranggono [9] propose a solution that goes in the same direction: a framework which assigns the



responsibilities of assuring security and privacy to the different stakeholders, i.e. users, developers, network providers, and marketplace. A second countermeasure is to deny to external code the permission to modify the state of an object created by an app running on the device. In our example, the malicious payload modifies (dynamically) the state of the object “mail” by adding new recipients, after the object “mail” was created. Finally, composition-malware leverages a limit of the Android permission system, as the two malicious apps developed use the same permissions used by the benign behavior of the apps. Permissions at a finer grain would have created difficulties to the malware to perform its harmful actions. As an example, instead of allowing a generic internet connection with PERMISSION_INTERNET permission, the permission should also define to which urls the app is allowed to connect to. This would inhibit the possibility to create further illegal communication channels. VIII.



C ONCLUSIONS



In this paper a novel model of malware for Android has been proposed, with the aim of illustrating the possibilities that the current Android platform could offer to malware writers for developing malware that easily evade existing anti-malware technologies. The strength points of the model are: • High level of morphing, as the payload changes according to the payload provider a driver application connects to; • The complete payload does not reside at any location, as it is composed at runtime; moreover, the model fosters also a high variability of the behavior, so the detection could be hard for both a static analysis and a dynamic one, even cloud-based; • The malicious behavior lasts for a brief time window, and could be activated under some logical or temporal conditions, so that emulators could have not the chance to detect the malicious behavior. At the best knowledge of the authors the proposed model has never be implemented in any known malware for Android. We discussed two exemplar implementations in order to demonstrate how the composition-model can be coded into an app. A preliminary evaluation has demonstrated that both the applications are not recognized as malware by more than fifty antiviruses for Android. Finally, as the aim of the paper is to show which possibilities could be exploited for writing malware that evades current detection techniques, we also propose some mechanisms that could impede the success of applications implementing the composition-malware. As future work, we are developing mechanisms to automatically understand the usage profile of the smartphone in terms of resource usage and communication with servers, devices and external applications; whenever an action is not compliant with the profile, we send warnings to the user. For instance, if the user does not use applications that send the IMEI of the smartphone to third party servers, when an application attempts to sends the IMEI, a notification is sent to the user.
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